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COMMENT ON RECENT DECISIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW—INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION—CONDITIONS IMPOSED ON RAILROAD CONSOLIDATION—[United States].—Plaintiffs, trustees of railroads joining in a lease, sued for an injunction to set aside an order of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The order imposed as conditions to approval of the lease that employees retained be protected against wage cuts for five years and be compensated for moving expenses and loss in selling their homes, and that employees dismissed be given monthly allowances for a fixed period. The Supreme Court reversed the order of the district court granting an injunction and held, that the public interest to be served under the provision of the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act of 1933, which authorizes the Interstate Commerce Commission to attach conditions to such leases in the “public interest,” includes the protection of employees affected by a proposed lease.

The broadest grants of discretion are found in statutes which without limitations authorize administrative agencies to execute broad legislative policies by promulgating general rules. These grants permit administrative authorities to determine both the content of legal regulations and the occasions for bringing particular rules into effect. Another type of discretion appears in enabling legislation which authorizes administrative agencies to attach conditions to the activity authorized. Virtually as broad a type of discretion is found in statutes which confer licensing power without specifying the grounds for disapproval. Sometimes such grants contain general


words of public policy as supposed guides to administrative action,⁶ but it is
doubtful if these do more than state the limits that would be implied judicial-
ly if no such words were used.⁷ Discretion is further narrowed in a third
type of statute, which confines the exercise of authority to action upon
official findings of facts which justify the action.⁸ Although the courts find
less trouble in upholding the last type of grant, even these standards have
fallen afoul of some courts' conception of permissible extent of statutory
scope of authority.⁹

Grants of discretion to the Interstate Commerce Commission have been
broad,¹⁰ but in dealing with them the court has not hesitated to construe
the legislative limits set by Congress more strictly than has the Commission
itself. Thus, in rate-fixing the Court has held that the standard "just and
reasonable" does not permit basing rates upon such equities of shippers as
do not relate to discrimination or other statutory bases.¹¹ This holding has
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been adhered to in spite of attempts by Congress to import such considerations into the standards of the Act.\footnote{12} Although the Commission was authorized, in reorganization proceedings, to impose such terms and conditions “as the commission may deem necessary or appropriate in the premises” upon the issuance of securities, a condition requiring court or Commission approval for the disposition of a fund to be set aside for the expenses of the reorganization from receipts from the sale of new securities was held void as not within the power over interstate commerce.\footnote{13}

But for the principal case, there exists, in Railroad Retirement Board v. Alton Ry., impressive authority for the view that it is not within the power of Congress, and hence not within the authority of the Commission, to provide for the welfare of railroad employees, when such provision conduces merely to contentment of mind and not to efficiency or safety.\footnote{14} Moreover, the sections of the Transportation Act of 1920 setting forth its purposes are silent as to what kind of protection of labor, if any, is included in the objective of maintaining an adequate transportation system. In the principal case, the Court resorted to provisions in a separate title of the Act of 1920,\footnote{15} other legislative enactments,\footnote{16} and pending legislation\footnote{17} as indicating Congressional recognition of a relationship between satisfactory employment conditions and the sound conduct of the transportation system,\footnote{18} expressly declining to consider the Railroad Retirement Board case. However, the Court’s reliance on explicit legislative intention to protect carrier labor is

15. Transportation Act of 1920, Tit. III (1921) 41 Stat. 1469, (1928) 45 U. S. C. A. secs. 131-146, sets up a board to adjust labor disputes, and states that it is the duty of carriers and their officers to exert effort “to avoid any interruption to the operation of any carrier growing out of any dispute.”
18. Administrative agencies sometimes apply the policy of other agencies. See Doctor Bloom Dentist, Inc. v. Cruise (1932) 259 N. Y. 358, 182 N. E. 16. In the instant case, however, no existing federal regulation was directly in point.
a double-edged weapon; a contrary intention might have been inferred from the absence of any explicit provision in this title of the Act.

The Court also relied on economic reasoning to bolster its conclusion. According to the Court, consolidation of railroads involves savings which bear most heavily on the interests of labor. If this hardship is not mitigated, employee morale will be impaired, danger of disputes increased, and interruption of transportation rendered more probable. Even granting that the threat is of sufficient magnitude to overcome objections raised on the basis of the Railroad Retirement Board case, it is still possible to question the Commission's authority to deal with a problem normally dealt with by Congress. After eight years of depression, the harsh effects of railroad consolidations on labor are not so unforeseeable as to justify Congress in granting, and the Commission in exercising, such authority on grounds of emergency. The principal case sanctions a liberal extension of an originally wide discretion. The conditions here imposed, unlike past Congressional action and contrary to the holding of the Railroad Retirement Board case, seem only indirectly related to the maintenance of an adequate transportation system. The conditions, however, are not beyond the bounds of reasonableness.

V. K.

**ADMINISTRATIVE LAW—JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE**—[United States].—The Federal Communications Commission after a hearing denied a corporation's application for a broadcasting license on the grounds that the applicant was not financially responsible and that the principal stockholder was not a resident of the locality in which the station would operate. As the first ground rested upon a mutual mistake of law and the Court of Appeals did not deem the second a considered basis for the decision, on appeal it reversed the decision and remanded the case for further consideration of the second ground. Notwithstanding its own regulation to the effect that it will endeavor to fix the same date for hearing conflicting claims “excepting, however, applications filed after any such application has been designated for hearing,” the Federal Communications Commission then set the case for a rehearing together with other conflicting applications filed subsequent to the setting of the original hearing of the case. The applicant resorted to the Court of Appeals for writs of prohibition and mandamus to require the Commission to hear the application separately and to decide the case upon the previous record. That court granted the writs,

---


2. Rules of Practice, Rule 106.4. This has become sec. 12.21 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, effective January 1, 1939.